Emoji is one of the "fastest growing language " in pop-culture, especially in social media and it is very unlikely for its usage to decrease. These are generally used to bring an extra level of meaning to the texts, posted on social media platforms. Providing such an added info, gives more insights to the plain text, arising to hidden interpretation within the text. This paper explains our analysis on Task 2, " Multilingual Emoji Prediction" sharedtask conducted by Semeval-2018. In the task, a predicted emoji based on a piece of Twitter text are labelled under 20 different classes (most commonly used emojis) where these classes are learnt and further predicted are made for unseen Twitter text. In this work, we have experimented and analysed emojis predicted based on Twitter text, as a classification problem where the entailing emoji is considered as a label for every individual text data. We have implemented this using distributed representation of text through fastText. Also, we have made an effort to demonstrate how fastText framework can be useful in case of emoji prediction. This task is divided into two subtasks, they are based on dataset presented in two different languages English and Spanish.
Introduction
The consumption of technology in industry delivers potential tools for communication. Messaging has turned into a critical method of communication all through the world and is expanding at a quick rate. Adding emoji in the text convey little more information about the person's emotion, which otherwise is absent in the normal text. Emotions contents of text is better expressed by usage of emojis. Emojis are fundamentally kind of image which are logically connected with the written text. Tweets and online social media platforms are investigated to assess the emotion depth of the several issues for sentiment analysis and Opinion mining in natural language platform. In recent times, the interest in theses area received is very much increased and made several classifications which are polarity based classification such as positive, negative and neutral. In case of emojis certain remarkable studies on emoji sematic and usage find out in papers (Aoki and Uchida, 2011) Relevant study into emoji (Barbieri et al., 2018) are limited in number. The common exploration about emoji has inspired (Barbieri et al., 2017) on descriptive analysis or used them as a indication the emotional affect (Rathan et al., 2017) on social media. That is too restricted in face emojis.
Corpus
The shared task (Barbieri et al., 2018) provided 20 most commonly used emojis in tweets English as well as Spanish. That are distinct in nature for English and Spanish corpus (Barbieri et al., 2016) . For the simplicity the corresponding emojis are labelled from 0 to 19. The data given for the task is 500k tweet ids for Spanish and 1000k tweet ids for English. Using the tweet ids, tweets are crawled from twitter using 4 different accounts. The crawled data was in JSON format, the raw data from twitter is prepocessed and the labelled data is converted into format suitable for the learning algorithm. For tuning the hyperparameters of the model 20% from the training data set is made into validation set and only the rest 80% is used for the training the model.
Related Works
Any mathematical system or an algorithm need some form of numeric representation to work with. One of most naive way of representing word in vector form is one hot representation but it is very ineffective way for representing words in a large corpus since the length of one hot vector grows as the vocabulary increases, so we need a better and more effective way which captures some semantic similarities (Ganesh et al., 2016) between nearby words, thus creating the representation for words bring beneficial info about the word and its actual meaning, the methods which encodes these information about the words are called word embedding models, they are categorized into count based and predictive word embedding models. Both embedding models at least some way share syntactic meaning . But count based word embedding models does not preserve the word order and learn about word semantics
Predictive models attempts to calculate the word vector which captures the both syntactic and semantic meaning (Ganesh H. B. et al., 2016) of the word. This is done by calculating the softmax of the word over the context window. The word embeddings provided by the predictive model not only gives a representation for words but it is also able to learn word similarities and interesting word analogies like "king"-"man"+"woman"="queen". The wor2vec and glove models are the popular predictive models used to learn the word embeddings in many NLP pipelines.The disadvantage of above predictive models are they does not form a sentence representation and morphology of the words is not considered. These shortcomings are overcome the FastText framework which is a recent development in predictive model. (Bojanowski et al., 2016) presented the fastText embeddings, which is devolopment on the word2vec model. Since FastText is considering the char ngram of the words it learns a good representation for words when compared to word2vec embeddings.
Methodology
This work explores the FastText Framework for text classification. It is a fast and lightweight implementation written in C++ to learn word embedding. FastText is a unified framework for text representation and text classification.
Generally text classification is done to categories the class of sentences or documents for task such as sentiment analysis, spam detection etc. In these tasks vector representation is assigned either to the words, sentences or documents depending upon the task. There are various methods for get- ting the vector representation. In this work using distributed representation, the word embedding is assigned to the words in the vocabulary over the corpora. In FastText framework for doing text classification it extends the concept of Continuous Bag Of Words (CBOW) model introduced word2vec model. Since fastText is improvised version of word2vec model so to get a good understanding the full word2vec
The word2vec model by proposed by (Mikolov et al., 2013 ) is shallow neural network architecture, where word embedding is learnt in an unsupervised fashion. It was proposed in the paper Distributed Representations of Words and Phrases and their Compositionality. This paper proposed two architectures for learning the word embeddings, they are continuous bag of words(CBOW) and skip-gram. In the continuous bag of words architecture given the surrounding words, the centre word is predicted, while in the skip gram model given the center word, the context word is predicted.
In a CBOW architecture, as in the figure 1. Let us consider this example sentence we built a sandcastle in the beach in this sentence every word is predicted by taking the surrounding words in the window as the input and softmax is applied over the output to predict the corresponding word (Poria et al., 2016) . To reduce the computational complexity of the softmax with large vocabulary, two techniques namely negative sub sampling and hierarchical softmax are applied.
In FastText, for text classification CBOW architecture of Word2vec is slightly modified to form a representation of sentences or document. In Bag of words (BOW), instead of predicting the center word given the context words, the center word is flipped with the label which it is associated to. Then the softmax is applied over the predefined class. For N set of classes the negative log-likelyhood is given by
where y are the labels and x is the normalized bag of words feature. B and A are the weight matrix from the hidden layer. The BOW does not take the word order into consideration, which otherwise may increase the computation complexity of the model. The word2vec does not predict the word which it has not seen in the training time, to overcome this char N-gram is done within the word and it is given (Brown et al., 1992) to model during training along with word to overcome the unknown words at the test time. The model is trained with a decaying learning rate using stochastic gradient decent. The hierarchical softmax can come in very handy if the no of classes is very large, it basically works like a binary search tree, all the classes are arranged using the Huffmans encoding. By selecting the element in the tree, the search space for the class get reduced into half at each node, this brings the computation complexity in the order of log.
Result
Hyperparameter English Spanish corpus corpus learning rate 0.1 0.1 dimension 200 100 window size 3 4 word n-gram 1 1 loss softmax softmax neg 10 10 In this work, a classifier based on fast text framework is applied on the Sem-Eval 2018 task 2 emoji detection data set, the classifier is trained to predict the emoji on the English emoji corpus and Spanish corpus. Our team got placed in the 21th position in the English corpus and 13th position on the Spanish corpus. To make our model perform better we evaluated the classifiers hyperparameter with various values and found the following hyper-parameter values to best performing on the English and the Spanish emoji corpus. 
Conclusion and Future Scope
Every year we see a no of new words being added to the dictionary, most of these new words are the result of new culture trends, the same is applicable with the emojis, which expresses them visually and it is important for us to study its occurrence along with text in social media to better understand the sense of the message. A classifier trained on predicting the emoji from text is significant for understanding the interaction of emoji with the text. In this work a emoji is predicted for the sentences in English and Spanish using fastText framework which is known for being computationally efficient and the learned word representation is on par word representation learned from the standard models like Word2vec. In this work, a single emoji is predicted for the sentence and since people usually people tend to use more the one emoji in tweets, comments and posts, so we can also extend this problem to a multi-label classification problem.
